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EDITOR SPEAK

Welcome to the 4th newsletter/online magazine from the
desk of Bombay Bengalis!!

Thanks to all of you for the tremendous response to the
previous three issues of “Probashe Mumbai”. We are
overwhelmed with the readership. We look forward to your
support, suggestions and contributions to make “Probashe
Mumbai” better with each and every issue.

Bombay Bengalis was born on 18th June, 2015 and since
then we have come a long way. The family is growing every
moment and like every other family we also have our share
of fun, adda and raga-ragi. But for us, the Probashi’s getting
family at home, far away from home is a huge boon. And
we are thankful to the almighty for giving us all the
opportunity to connect.

We usually meet twice a month at places pre-decided all
over Mumbai, Navi Mumbai and Thane. We had our first
meet at the historic Mohammed Ali Road on 1st July, 2015
with approximately 15-20 members. Subsequently BB has
held 42 such meets in the last 16 months.

We look forward to a more entertaining and colorful 2017.
Today BB has grown from strength to strength and has
many members in its WhatsApp and facebook group and
followers on its Facebook page, Instagram handle and
followers on Twitter too. However, BB has not limited its
activities to meets and chats alone. From organizing
essential items for the underprivileged to purchasing
Rakhi’s & Diya’s for terminally ill patients, BB has been
associated with various other cultural as well as social
activities since it’s inception.

BB was also proud to launch ‘Probashe’, a film on ‘Bombay
te Bangali’ to mark its 1st Anniversary (Link:
https://youtu.be/zvywrjA2HD8 ). In the coming months, BB
will be associated with a host of more social and cultural
programs.

We would like people reading this newsletter and wanting
to join to just ping us or email us and become a part of this
ever growing family.

Three Cheers to You and Bombay Bengalis!!!!

Bombay Bengalis 41st Meet on Christmas Eve at Mount Mary Church, Bandra.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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Manoeuvre 2.0
- Aakanksha Majumder

First Year, Junior College, Arts, Ramnarain Ruia College.

As I unpack my bag, I unpack memories.
Memories, soon to be stored away in cupboards and on
shelves
and to be retrieved fondly with giggles and tears on
nostalgic days .
Memories,
Of bags, as varied in size as all of us.
Of a sprained foot and hella supportive friends, who I leant
on.
Of cold winter nights ,bringing friends closer as we shared
warmth.
Of tiny cups of chai, as sweet as the time spent with people
I am glad I can call my own.
Of games and shared activities, as we forged new
friendships.
Of songs, with whom new events shall be associated. (Daler
Mehndi,I'm looking at you)
Memories,
That are too many to be named and a few too precious to
be shared.
As I zip close my now empty bag (with a rather heavy
heart),I close another chapter in my life.
Here's to Manoeuvre 2.0!
RC Ruia louu.

Ah¡L j¢Ù¹×L
- C¾cÊe£m QÉ¡V¡SÑ£

BL¡n f¡e Qu Bp, BS…¢h ph i¡he¡...
j¢Ù¹×L Ah¡L Ll, jd¤l k a¡l Rme¡z
j¤¢s O¾V p¡fl j¡b¡, exotic ka...

¢Xjl T¡m HLV¥ M¡¢e, f¡Ù¹ Lje q¡a?
hs¡m V¡L ¢ca f¡¢l X¡h-¢Qw¢s Ma...
k¢c Bj¡l fË¢jL qu, fb ka kaz

N¡Rl X¡m T¥mR V¡L¡, cMa i¡¢l jS¡...
Vodka Mu jdÉ l¡a, armadillo M¡yS¡z
k¡¢µR h¡¢s B¢fp bL, lbV¡ R¥V Qm...
j¤MÉ j¿»£ q¢h e¡¢L? ¢c¢c phone H hmz
Q¥ó j¡b¡, Aˆ Lo Ll¢R B¢h×L¡l...

W¡–¡ eu N¡, f¡¢µR B¢j Nobel f¤l×L¡l!
C¾cÊ¡e¾c qu iä, BnËj ¢cmj M¤¢m...
j¡e£-…Z£ c±s Hp, LlR L¡m¡-L¥¢mz

R¡u¡eV a¡ qaC f¡¢l Bachchan Hl nql...
LÒfe¡ k ip k¡u, "h¡Ù¹h"-cl mqlz

i¡NÉl station H, train c¢M Rs k¡u...
"fË¡¢ç"-l h’e¡, h¤L ke h¡S q¡u!
BlJ ¢LR¥ ¢Rm je, BÕQkÑ OVe¡...
"¢hâ¥f" qp Lu -- "ka ph lVe¡"z

Apñh - Hl h¡yLV¡ O¤l, Llh B¢j Su
h¤¢Ü Bj¡l EfQ fs... e¡CL¡ L¡e iu!!

Bombay Bengalis 40th Meet at Mira Road East.
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Of cold winter nights ,bringing friends closer as we shared
warmth.
Of tiny cups of chai, as sweet as the time spent with people
I am glad I can call my own.
Of games and shared activities, as we forged new
friendships.
Of songs, with whom new events shall be associated. (Daler
Mehndi,I'm looking at you)
Memories,
That are too many to be named and a few too precious to
be shared.
As I zip close my now empty bag (with a rather heavy
heart),I close another chapter in my life.
Here's to Manoeuvre 2.0!
RC Ruia louu.

Ah¡L j¢Ù¹×L
- C¾cÊe£m QÉ¡V¡SÑ£

BL¡n f¡e Qu Bp, BS…¢h ph i¡he¡...
j¢Ù¹×L Ah¡L Ll, jd¤l k a¡l Rme¡z
j¤¢s O¾V p¡fl j¡b¡, exotic ka...

¢Xjl T¡m HLV¥ M¡¢e, f¡Ù¹ Lje q¡a?
hs¡m V¡L ¢ca f¡¢l X¡h-¢Qw¢s Ma...
k¢c Bj¡l fË¢jL qu, fb ka kaz

N¡Rl X¡m T¥mR V¡L¡, cMa i¡¢l jS¡...
Vodka Mu jdÉ l¡a, armadillo M¡yS¡z
k¡¢µR h¡¢s B¢fp bL, lbV¡ R¥V Qm...
j¤MÉ j¿»£ q¢h e¡¢L? ¢c¢c phone H hmz
Q¥ó j¡b¡, Aˆ Lo Ll¢R B¢h×L¡l...

W¡–¡ eu N¡, f¡¢µR B¢j Nobel f¤l×L¡l!
C¾cÊ¡e¾c qu iä, BnËj ¢cmj M¤¢m...
j¡e£-…Z£ c±s Hp, LlR L¡m¡-L¥¢mz

R¡u¡eV a¡ qaC f¡¢l Bachchan Hl nql...
LÒfe¡ k ip k¡u, "h¡Ù¹h"-cl mqlz

i¡NÉl station H, train c¢M Rs k¡u...
"fË¡¢ç"-l h’e¡, h¤L ke h¡S q¡u!
BlJ ¢LR¥ ¢Rm je, BÕQkÑ OVe¡...
"¢hâ¥f" qp Lu -- "ka ph lVe¡"z

Apñh - Hl h¡yLV¡ O¤l, Llh B¢j Su
h¤¢Ü Bj¡l EfQ fs... e¡CL¡ L¡e iu!!

Bombay Bengalis 40th Meet at Mira Road East.
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Caption: As The Day Begins (Purulia, West Bengal). A Photo By Sourav Mistry.

The Baker’s Dozen
Early in the Dutch colonial sectors, their lived a baker named Van Amsterdam. He was a very honest baker. He always gave his
customers exactly the amount for which they paid, not less and not more. He always had more customers than any other
baker. He was a good baker as well. His shop was a centre of attraction on the Saint Nicolas Day which was an equivalent of
Christmas of the Dutch. He made Saint Nicolas cookies very well. With a base of good mixed gingerbread dough, iced with red
and white, with a long red bishop’s hat, a long bishop’s cloak, long white beard, and a long bishop’s stick. One day, he was
ready for business when the door swung open. A lady with a black shawl walked in. She asked for a dozen of fresh Saint
Nicolas cookies parcel. So the baker took out a tray and packed twelve cookies and started to pack them but the lady stopped
him and said that she asked for a dozen of cookies but the baker gave only twelve of them.  The baker said that everyone
knows a dozen is twelve. The lady said “then keep your cookies with you” and went. She stops at the door and said “how
honest you are, your fist is tight. Fall again! Mount again! Learn how to count again”

From that day onwards everything went wrong in the bakery. His breads failed to remain upto the quality, his cake and
biscuits crumbled. He said. “Is this how my honesty was rewarded? The old lady bewitched me.” One year passed, most of his
customers slipped from his hand and he became poor so he baked little and sold very little. Then came the famous Saint
Nicholas Day but the baker was sad and sorrowfully went to bed. That night he had a dream that he has started to bake again
and he was in a play ground where Saint Nicholas was giving gifts to all. But he noticed a strange thing that as whatever Saint
gave as gifts, the number of gifts he gave, the quantity was multiplied in his basket. There was a gift for the baker as well. It
was his own Saint Nicholas Day cookies. He said. “I give all my customers exact amount but why not give more”. As he said
that and looked up it was not Saint Nicholas any more it was the old lady smiling. Then he woke up, made some Saint Nicholas
cookies and it was as fine as it could be. He kept it ready. Just as he finished all, the door opened and the old lady came in. She
asked for a dozen Saint Nicholas Cookies. So the baker gave twelve out and one more and packed them. The lady said, “You
learned to count well, you will surely be rewarded.” Saying this she went out but as she went the baker got a long red look.
And from that day the baker shop was busier than ever. From that day till date the bakers shop has thirteen on dozen. It is
known as the bakers dozen.

- Shambo Mukherjee, Class VI, DPS Panvel.
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SLAY THE MONDAY BLUES WITH FLYROBE!
..And as Alia Bhatt says, why can’t Monday Blues be pretty? Pretty like pink?

www.bombaybengalis.in
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So here is something that suits
your aesthetic soul.  I am excited
as, so far I have been the ‘not so
full on’ type but this one will
totally sum up a highlighted OOTD
for you. So, Flyrobe is this website
which allows you to rent on
clothes and accessories from their
amazing collections which include
both designer and brands. This
will be a total go to place to shop
for me because I never have
enough clothes to wear before a
party/event and flyrobe delivers
within 3 hours! I was so in love
with whatever they had that I
decided to sum up two looks for
you guys. The first look has to be
something I won’t want to give
back after the rent! Picked up this
super cute cotton-candy pink tail
skirt and paired it with a light grey
upneck tank top. Completed the
look with these naked colored
heels (I really don’t know what
this color is called) which happen
to be my favorite. Here’s my
mantra for when I’m confused

which shoe to pick: Pick the one
with belts that clutch around your
ankle or so. What they do is, they
make your feet look longer and
personally it’s something so
simple yet classy, I’d choose these
over any other.

Outfit details:
Tank Top: Globus fashion
Tail skirt: www.Flyrobe.com
Heels: Forever21
On my lips: Maybelline Super
Stay

So do you smell Christmas already? This isn’t a total festive outfit
but something you would want to add to your December
wardrobe. Parallel to the outfit above, I’ve been loving the boho
styles lately and this fits my playlist perfectly- not so boho, not
too chic! This velvet red tunic dress makes a fashion statement
on its own. This is so comfortable and screams to a great night
out! Paired it up with these black boots because come’on, love
for such classics never fade away.

Also, loving how these tops look on my ears, go perfectly with
ABSOLUTELY anything!

Outfit details:
Tunic dress: www.Flyrobe.com

Boots: Inc.5
Earring tops: Kolkata (Gariahat)

- Sreeja Chakraborty, Class X, RN Podar School, Santacruz.
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Trip Of Desire - A Short Story
Rounak Roy, a man in his Forties is a
failed Police Officer. He is still a Sub-
Inspector of Police at Park Street
Police Station. He lives with his wife,
Tapati and their son Uttarayan at a
rented place in Howrah. Uttarayan is
eighteen years of age and has just
appeared for Madhyamik
Examinations. Tapati is a simple
house-wife. Rounak had an arranged
marriage and quite early in his life.
Within a year of Rounak & Tapati’s
marriage, Uttarayan
was born. Rounak then
was a constable. It was
quite a while that his
job was not satisfying
him and his promotion
being delayed. Of late
Rounak was very much
into alcohol and didn’t
have a healthy relation
with his family. Also,
the economic condition
of the family was not
good. It was
deteriorating day by
day with higher
expenses and limited
income. And with every
passing day, Rounak
was becoming more &
more irritated with his
situation. Tapati was
having a hard time to
run the family and often
the couple would end
up in big quarrels.
Uttarayan would
always watch but keep
quiet because he knew
his Dad would thrash
him if he interfered.

Uttarayan was mad
about cycling. He
would often take his bi-
cycle and roam around
like a free bird. He
loved exploring places. And that too,
alone. Though he was in love with a
girl Soma but his trips of desire were
always alone. Uttarayan dreamt of
visiting Cities, States, and Countries
on his cycle but he feared his Dad
would never let him. His Dad never
let him visit Calcutta. Though,
Uttarayan had visited many cities,
states and countries, not in his cycle
but through the glorious cycle of
internet. And the places would attract
him like hell. He used to dream about
cycling in big cities, mountains, etc.
He would go mad discussing them
with Soma. And maybe, once in a

while, Uttarayan would take Soma for
a ride. Soma, usually would be
thrilled after such rides because
Uttarayan would talk crazily all along.

Rounak was really having serious
problems at his workplace and would
remain tensed and frustrated all day
along. It was one such time, when
Uttarayan couldn’t stop himself and
asked permission from his Dad to
visit Calcutta on cycle. Rounak was

furious. Rounak never liked his son
roaming all around on a cycle.
Rounak wanted his Son to complete
his studies and join a job, so that the
economic condition of the family
improved. Even Tapati wanted the
same. But Tapati also being a mother
supported Uttarayan’s dream though
Rounak was not aware of this.
Rounak almost thrashed Uttarayan
and the poor chap somehow managed
to flee the room.

Madhyamik exams being over,
Uttarayan was getting restless and
frustrated with every passing day. His

desire was winning over his fear. And
Soma always used to support him.
Once again, Uttarayan one evening
asked Rounak about the No-Cycling
Zones in Calcutta. Rounak was so
mad that he went and thrashed
Uttarayan’s cycle with a cricket bat
creating severe damage to the cycle.
Uttarayan was in tears and couldn’t
sleep that night. But that night made
his desire, destiny.  With Soma’s and
a few other friend’s help Uttarayan’s

cycle was back on
track. And he decided
to visit Calcutta on his
own, without his
Father’s consent. He
fixed a date. And on
that day, he left with his
cycle, early morning.
Rounak had not
returned home the
previous night because
their was a big political
rally the next day.

Uttarayan seemed to be
the happiest person on
earth, cycling, as if to
Glory. He had waited
for months, maybe
years and here he was
on his first trip to a city.
After almost cycling for
2 hours he entered
Calcutta through the
Howrah Bridge. He was
thrilled. After roaming
around like a vagabond,
Uttarayan was resting
under a tree in Maidan.
His happiness was
beyond imagination and
expectation. After a
while, he started his
journey again, it was
around noon and he
was on Red Road.
While cycling he saw a

Police Van approaching him and the
fear of his father coming to know
helped him decide to flee. The police
also started chasing him. On the other
hand, a huge chaos started in the
political rally. The police had to
Lathicharge and through tear gas to
the crowd. Amongst this, Uttarayan
was fleeing. After a while, a
policeman came down the jeep and
shot the young man from a long
distance. The bullet hit Uttarayan in
the chest and he fell with his cycle on
the road. Other policemen approached
and took away the body along with
the cycle.
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Zones in Calcutta. Rounak was so
mad that he went and thrashed
Uttarayan’s cycle with a cricket bat
creating severe damage to the cycle.
Uttarayan was in tears and couldn’t
sleep that night. But that night made
his desire, destiny.  With Soma’s and
a few other friend’s help Uttarayan’s

cycle was back on
track. And he decided
to visit Calcutta on his
own, without his
Father’s consent. He
fixed a date. And on
that day, he left with his
cycle, early morning.
Rounak had not
returned home the
previous night because
their was a big political
rally the next day.

Uttarayan seemed to be
the happiest person on
earth, cycling, as if to
Glory. He had waited
for months, maybe
years and here he was
on his first trip to a city.
After almost cycling for
2 hours he entered
Calcutta through the
Howrah Bridge. He was
thrilled. After roaming
around like a vagabond,
Uttarayan was resting
under a tree in Maidan.
His happiness was
beyond imagination and
expectation. After a
while, he started his
journey again, it was
around noon and he
was on Red Road.
While cycling he saw a

Police Van approaching him and the
fear of his father coming to know
helped him decide to flee. The police
also started chasing him. On the other
hand, a huge chaos started in the
political rally. The police had to
Lathicharge and through tear gas to
the crowd. Amongst this, Uttarayan
was fleeing. After a while, a
policeman came down the jeep and
shot the young man from a long
distance. The bullet hit Uttarayan in
the chest and he fell with his cycle on
the road. Other policemen approached
and took away the body along with
the cycle.
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Trip Of Desire - A Short Story
Rounak Roy, a man in his Forties is a
failed Police Officer. He is still a Sub-
Inspector of Police at Park Street
Police Station. He lives with his wife,
Tapati and their son Uttarayan at a
rented place in Howrah. Uttarayan is
eighteen years of age and has just
appeared for Madhyamik
Examinations. Tapati is a simple
house-wife. Rounak had an arranged
marriage and quite early in his life.
Within a year of Rounak & Tapati’s
marriage, Uttarayan
was born. Rounak then
was a constable. It was
quite a while that his
job was not satisfying
him and his promotion
being delayed. Of late
Rounak was very much
into alcohol and didn’t
have a healthy relation
with his family. Also,
the economic condition
of the family was not
good. It was
deteriorating day by
day with higher
expenses and limited
income. And with every
passing day, Rounak
was becoming more &
more irritated with his
situation. Tapati was
having a hard time to
run the family and often
the couple would end
up in big quarrels.
Uttarayan would
always watch but keep
quiet because he knew
his Dad would thrash
him if he interfered.

Uttarayan was mad
about cycling. He
would often take his bi-
cycle and roam around
like a free bird. He
loved exploring places. And that too,
alone. Though he was in love with a
girl Soma but his trips of desire were
always alone. Uttarayan dreamt of
visiting Cities, States, and Countries
on his cycle but he feared his Dad
would never let him. His Dad never
let him visit Calcutta. Though,
Uttarayan had visited many cities,
states and countries, not in his cycle
but through the glorious cycle of
internet. And the places would attract
him like hell. He used to dream about
cycling in big cities, mountains, etc.
He would go mad discussing them
with Soma. And maybe, once in a

while, Uttarayan would take Soma for
a ride. Soma, usually would be
thrilled after such rides because
Uttarayan would talk crazily all along.

Rounak was really having serious
problems at his workplace and would
remain tensed and frustrated all day
along. It was one such time, when
Uttarayan couldn’t stop himself and
asked permission from his Dad to
visit Calcutta on cycle. Rounak was

furious. Rounak never liked his son
roaming all around on a cycle.
Rounak wanted his Son to complete
his studies and join a job, so that the
economic condition of the family
improved. Even Tapati wanted the
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It was quite late and Uttarayan had not returned home. Tapati was very worried. Rounak arrived quite late and seemed very
happy. He hugged Tapati and said that the way he handled the chaos today will finally give him a promotion. And the family’s
economic condition would improve to a larger extent. Tapati was happy and worried at the same time. Rounak also started
worrying about Uttarayan. The night passed as the two helplessly waited for their son to return. They had already been to almost
all his friend’s places. In the morning, Soma, almost broken like the dead, arrived at Rounak’s place and handed over the
newspaper to Rounak. Rounak fainted after taking a glimpse of the front page.

It read, “Police Atrocity Takes Another Life of An Innocent” and the photo was of Uttarayan lying dead beside his cycle.

Perhaps, Uttarayan was on another “Trip of Desire”.

Illustrations: Shiladitya Ghosh
Story: Arin Paul

Bombay Bengalis 41st Meet on Christmas Eve at Mount Mary Church, Bandra.
Photo: Swadhin Ghosh
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pC påÉ¡u
- A¢l¢Sa p¡eÉ¡m

f¡q¡s Ol¡ HL ¢Qma fË¡Q£e n¡¿¹ Ol¡V¡f,
Qs¡C-Evl¡Cu …¢VLuL c¡Q¡m¡ qaS£ZÑ cnm¡Cul

h¡„Ol,
c§l n¡m, ¢nj§m, f¡Ce-chc¡l¦l p¡¢l p¡¢l R¡Ju¡,
ke fËL«¢aL Bs¡m Ll¡l HL ¢eT¥j fËu¡p,

p¡l¡ hRl C Sj JW Evp¤¤L fkÑVLl Be¡N¡e¡,
påÉ e¡j - k k¡l h¡s£ gl¡l f¡m¡,

SÆm JW påÉh¡¢a, Bp nÈn¡el ¢eÙ¹ìa¡,
HlC jdÉ

l¡al h¡l¡¾c¡u c¡¢syu M¡yS Aø¡cn£l Ni£l Q¡q¢e,
L ke N¡CR pC ip Bp¡ N¡e!

i¡ll L¥u¡n¡ ke kaC Q¡u e¡,
N¡yu k k¡l jW¡ LjÑW S£he hfe hÉÙ¹,

L¡j¡l-n¡m¡u q¡fl
L«oLl m¡PmfËj

c¤d Ju¡m¡l hÉÙ¹ N¡u¡m
V¡‰¡Ju¡m¡, VÉ¡¢„Ju¡m¡, h¡p Ju¡m¡

hm¡ h¡saC H¢Nu Qm Nyu¡ NlÙ¹ S£he,
Lam¡L Rs k¡u - Bh¡l AeL Hp S¡V,

pcÉ¢hh¡¢qa cÇf¢al Q¥ðe - qp JW p¡lmÉ il¡
j¡¢V,

A¢eu¢¿»a k±e p‰j XL JW fËL«¢a,
ph¡C aMe qp L¥¢Vf¡¢V, fËL«¢a - föfr£

Bd¤¢eL j¡ehpiÉa¡l hs¡S¡m ¢X¢Pu fËL«¢al
Ef¢ÙÛ¢a S¡e¡e cu!

œ²j Byd¡l e¡j N¡yul h¤L,
SÆm JW N¡yul ¢f¢cj,
œ²j påÉ qu c£OÑal,

l¡al LhS¡u Y¥L fs HC j¡ehS£he,
aMe e£m BL¡n ke nana j¡jh¡¢al ¢T¢mL,

f¡q¡s bL ip Bp p¤¤a£hË i¡m¡h¡p¡,
¢cN¢cN¿¹ Sej¡eh h¢SÑa,

¢L¿¹¥ BS J pC l¡al ¢qjn£am h¡l¡¾c¡u W¡u
c¡y¢su

L£ ke M¡yS Aø¡cn£l Ni£l Q¡q¢e,
BS J L ke N¡CR pC N¡e - p¤¤jd¤l p¤¤l!

35 hRl fl

f¡l qu NR AeL fb - Qs¡C Evl¡C,
BS p lje£,

L¡l¦l j¡ ¢Lwh¡ L¡l¦l ju,
Bd¤¢eL piÉa¡l n§m p k¡lfle¡C ¢hÜ,
c¡¢uaÆf¡mel q¡q¡L¡l LjÑ¢eù, ¢eÕQm,

qua¡ f¡ÕQ¡aÉ L¥hll c¡p£,
¢Lwh¡ ü¡d£ea¡h¡d fu hp¡ Sc,

p¤¤k¡N f¢m je ¢gl k¡u,
pC n¡¿¹-Oe f¡q¡s£ ¢hR¡e¡u

L¥u¡n¡ kM¡e Q¡cl
påÉ qmC ¢f¢cj SÆm
¢Ty¢Tf¡L¡l …e…e

q¡sL¡yf¡e¡ W¡ä¡u pC h¡l¡¾c¡u
pC AcM¡ - AQe¡ pkaÀ m¡¢ma jd¤l BJu¡Sl

Ahuh

""Jq n¡j L¥R AS£h b£, Cu n¡j i£ AS£h qÉ¡u
Jq L¡m i£ f¡p f¡p b£, Jq BS i£ Ll£h qÉ¡u

T¥¢L ý¢u ¢eN¡q¡ j, L¢qy jl¡ M¡u¡m b¡
ch£ ch£ q¡¢p j HL q¡¢pe p¡ …m¡m b¡

jÉ¡u p¡Qa¡ b¡ jl¡ e¡j …e…e¡ lq£ qÉ¡u Jq
e¡ S¡e ¢LE m¡N¡ j¤T L j¤pL¥l¡ l¡¢q qÉ¡u Jq

jl¡ M¡u¡m qÉ¡u Ai£ T¥¢L ý¢u ¢eN¡q j
M¤¢m ý¢u q¡¢p i£ qÉ¡u ch£ ý¢u ¢p Q¡q j

jÉ¡u S¡ea¡ ýy, jl¡ e¡j …e…e¡ lq£ qÉ¡u Jq
H¢q M¡u¡m qÉ¡u j¤T L p¡b B lq£ qÉ¡u Jq zz""

GZ -
N¡el lQ¢ua¡ - …mS¡l
N¡uL - ¢Ln¡l L¥j¡l

p‰£a - qj¿¹ j¤M¡f¡dÉ¡u
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Sketch by Srimoyee Dutta, Nursery, Mother International School, Konnagar.
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A young boy explores his daily life on a "familiar" but "not so similar" way on a bus ride with his parents. As the bus travels
through the lanes of Kolkata city, he sees different objects which makes him exaggerate his enthusiasm while he relays them
to his mother- much to the irritation of a young couple sitting in front of them. To know what happens next, watch the film.

- Rohit Saha

My mother has bipolar which means you likely have a lot of mixed emotions from your childhood. “When it’s the parent who
has this condition, there’s a whole new level of anxiety because the person you look to for everything is really not
dependable.” After 25 years I saw that she was a human, too, and that this wasn’t her fault. I was able to forgive, and that’s
what has brought me peace. Healing begins with acceptance and understanding. Stigmatizing language - psycho, schizo,
retard, junkie, nuts, mad, loony, mental - is still prevalent in our vocabulary and serves to reinforce the stereotypes. Mental
illness is a biological illness, just like diabetes, cancer, heart disease, etc.

Treat people who have mental health problems with dignity and respect. Think about how you’d like others to act toward you
if you were in the same situation. When stigma of mental disorder is removed from the equation, people with mental illness
will more readily seek treatment, achieve recovery and engage in meaningful activities. If you have family members, friends or
co-workers with substance use or mental health problems, support their choices and encourage their efforts to get well.

- Purnnima Roy

Watch The Short Film: https://youtu.be/cnuRXfKEwb4

Watch The Documentary: https://youtu.be/Mly4KXC7nHE
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Bm¡ J AåL¡ll j¡TM¡e
- মাহমদু

১.

ডবকা কামরাঙা রেঙর আিলফ কায়দায় কপােল বিসেয় িনেজর মাথায় আঁচল টােন আেলা। তােত আেরা লােগ তােক।
আয়না এত না ধরেত হেয় যায়। আেরা হেয় আেস তার। আয়না এবং আেলা দ’ুজেনই লােজ দপুুেরর

গােছর পাতার মেতা ঝুেল পেড়। িনেজেক চমেক ওেঠ আেলা; থমেক যায় এবং এই আিমরালীর
হেয় ওেঠ। তার টাঙােনা আয়নায় ওেঠ অবয়ব। এর আিমরালীর এবং

তার িনহত দজুন মানুষ কের িদেয় ভীষন থােক আেলার িদেক। তার
চায়। কৃপা করেছ তারা আেলার কােছ। এই অভাবনীয় ঘটনা আেলার গভীর হেয় পেড় আেলা।

আেলায় আেলািকত কের আেলা ওই অবয়েবর পিতত হয়। হেয় পেড় তার
জগৎ। আহত ঘিড়য়াল পািখর মেতা কাতরােত থােক আেলা। হেয় পেড় শরীর দমেক
দমেক ওেঠ। তার িচৎকাের খেস পেড় খাটােল। এক অবয়েবর দ’ু অংশও কের হেয়
যায়। জগেত িফের আেস আেলা। কপােলর খুেল রােখ আয়নার কােচ।

২.

পার কের দরজা আেলা। আেলয়া নােমর মহাকাশ যােনর মেতা কপাট উেঠােন পা রােখ।
তার নয়। এর করেত পারেছ না। মাতােলর মেতা পা ঘেরর বাইের না একক

আিমরালীর পেড়। অবনত ঘেরর দাওয়ায় বেস আেছ মেতা। আেলার ঘৃণা আর
িঝিলক িদেয় ওেঠ। হেয় ওেঠ িকছুটা মমতায়ও। ভােলাবাসা গড়ায় না। জল িমেশ যায়।

না কের অেনকটা কেরই এঁেটা বাসন- িনেয় চেল যায় আেলয়া। িফের এেস একইভােব বেস
আেছ আিমরালী। মানষু নয় পাথের না কের আবার ঘর অিভমূেখ পা’ বাড়ােতই গলা খাকাির িদেয় আিমরালী

-

’বাজাের যামু। িকছু লাগেল ক’আেলয়া।’ মাথা না তুেলই আিমরালী নীচু বেল।

’িকছুই লাগেব না। আইেত কইেছ, আইেছা তুিম?’

আেলা িচৎকার িদেয় হেত চায়, গলা বুেজ আেস। আেরা ঝুেল পেড় মখু। জল আেস। হওয়া
বাজােরর খলুইটা আিমরালীর হােত তুেল না িদেয় পাের না।তারপর িহসিহেস বেল-

’তুিম আর আবানা এই বািড়েত, আইেত কইেছ। আিম করেত পাির না। যা দরকার আিম িনেজই লইেত পারম।ু
আিম কানা-লুলা না। তয় দয়া আেহা। কও ... আেহা? লাজ শরম িক িকছুই নাই ? কথা বলেত বলেত গলা
ধের আেস আেলার।

আেলার , িকছুই আিমরালীর কােন না। কের একটা ছােড়। সময় িনেয় ওেঠ। দাঁড়ায়
এিদক ওিদক তাকায়। ধীের ধীের পা বাড়ায় বাজােরর পেথ। তারপর পাথেরর টলটলায়মান মেতা এেগােত থােক।

আিমরালী না হওয়া আেলা অপলক থােক। আঁচেলর খুঁেট ঝাপসা হেয় আেস সবিকছু । কামেড়
সামলায়। আর িনেয় হেয় ওঠার কের।

৩.

কালুর আেলা। সংসাের টানাটািন নয় তবু। বাবার , মােয়র মমতা তার
বাবা তােক ডােকন আেলা। আেলয়া। এ দ’ু নােমর জােন না তেব দইু যুবক আিমরালী এবং

দ’ু নােমর হেয় দাঁড়ায় আেলা এবং আেলয়া। আেলা;আিমরালীর আেলয়া। একজেনর ,
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পাস কের আর যাওয়া হয়িন আেলয়ার। এবং বাবা-মা’র উৎসাহ না থাকায় হেলও
তার হয় না। কােজ আেলার দ’ু বই িনেয় আেস। , ,

, , িনমাই,আকবর বই তার পড়া। অেনক কিব- নাম অনায়ােস বেল িদেত পাের। কিবতা
তার বইেয়র জীবন আেলা ওেঠ।এভােব আেলা আেস জীবেন। ভােলাবাসা িছল;

কম িছেলা না। তার বাবার মােঝর কাঁচ- আিমরালী। মেতা বই না আনেলও িনেজর জিমেত
ফলােনা ফসল , গােছর ফল িকংবা বাজার িফরিত পেথ মিুড়-মুড়িক িনয়িমত আেস কালুর বইেয়র মেতা আিমরালীর
আনা ফল-ফসেলও আেলয়া। অনুভেবর, কথায় যা পেড় না। নারী -

বুেঝ যায় অেনক িকছু। িবেশষকের না বলা কথা। এবং মেনাভাব ।আেলাও নয়। এই দইু যুবকেক আেলা
আর করেত পাের খুব এ তার গলার কাঁটা হেয় দাঁিড়েয়েছ।

৪.

আিমরালী এই মাতা-িপতাহীন যুবক। িনেজর জিম-িজেরত িনেজ চাষাবাদ করা মানুষ। , গভীের
িদেয় তুেল আেন ওেমর মেতা মায়াভরা তার জিমেত চারার মেতা তার গােনর

পরেত পরেত থােক। গলায় কথা বেল। মেতা তার হািসর কের। খুেল
একবাের একলা। কারও অিভেযাগ , অনুেযাগ নয়ই। পিরিচতজেনরা বেল ডােক তােক।

পাশাপািশ উেঠেছ। দজুেনর আেলার কৃপা পাওয়ার সরল খবু কম নয়। আেলার
তাকায় না কখেনা। এখােন এবং তািড়ত এক িভিখির। জােন

কালুর আিমরালীর গভীর। অেনকটা িপতা- মেতা কালুর বািড়েত তারও অবাধ আসা যাওয়ার অিধকার।
অিধকােরর ধীের ধীের আেলার হওয়ার এিগেয়েছ িনভৃেত আেলয়া কখেনা বেট;

তুেলও রােখিন। ফেল আিমরালী একা নয় আেলয়া িনেজও অেনকটা জিড়েয় পেড়েছ। আিমরালীর ভােলাবাসার খুব কম
নয়।লিতেয় লিতেয় তার ওপের উেঠেছ।শাখা -বাকড়,তার মলূ ওপড়ােনা

এেতা সহজ নয়।

৫.

বই আর কলা-মুেলার , বইেকই তুেল আেলা। তেব আিমরালীেকও কেরেছ। তার
টান তেব , ভাষাহীন। কেথাপকেন তার হয়িন। আেলা আিমরািল দজুেনই অনুভব পায়। অেনক
মেতা এরকম কেরা কােরা হেয় ওেঠ।এর বহেনর; দহেনর... নয়।

বাবা ও তার মেত িবেয় হেলও আেলয়ার বুেকর আিমরালীর এক আটেক থাকা
আেলা জােন সমােজর এ অনুভব , মন তার দ'ুজনেকই চায়। কাউেকই আড়ােল পাের না।

দ'ুজন মানুেষর তার অবাক হয় এই থাকা দ'ু িজিনস তার
সমান ভােলাবাসেত পাের। দ'ুজন মানুষেক ভােলাবাসা যােব না। দ'ুজন

ভােলাবাসার মানষু িনেয় সংসার করেত পারেব না। িনয়ম। তার মেন জােগ, যিদ তাই হয় তাহেল পাড়ার কিফেলর
ঘেট িনয়েমর? কিফল আর শংকর দ'ুজেনই দ'ু কের বউ িনেয় সংসার করেছ, তারেবলা!

এই িনয়মেক কের।মেন মেন থতুু এবং ভেয় বলেত পাের না কাউেক।আেলা জােন সমাজ জেুড়
জাল সুেতা জেুড় হাত মেন হয় তার একরকম অিবচার। তােক সবাই। ভােলাবাসার
আবার কখনও িনেজেক তার অপরাধী মেন হয় এ করার মেনর করেত না পারার তােক

কের। মানিসক এমনিক আিমরালীেক কের। মেন হয় আিমরালী তার িবছানায়।
অেনকিদন চমেক উেঠেছ ; ভেয় িবরত অেনক সময় আিমরালীর মােঝ পায় ঘেরর দাওয়ায় বসা। ফেল আেলয়ার

- উৎপােত মােঝ মােঝ তার নদীেত ডুেব হয়। ঐ - ভােলাবাসর তােক

আঁকেড় ধের। বাঁিচেয় রােখ।েস রাঁধারই আধুিনক , একােলর রাঁধা। চায়; চায় ...। আেলয়ার চাই,

চাই আিমরালীও।
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৬.

এরকম এক খুন হয়। হাঁট পেথ। যুবক ঘের লাশ হেয়।
হেয় যায় তার কথা; তার সমেয়র এই-ই এক এখনকার ঘটনাই পের এ পদেরখায় িদন,

ঘটনা। - এবং সুেখর; মুেছ যায় , িকছু থােক গভীের পৃিথবী
; সময় তার ধারক। আেলার কেতা ছিব - মাখা! এবার হাট করেত যাওয়ার আেগ

অনাগত কথা আেলােক। আেলার মাথায় হাত বেলিছেলা,

- আেলাবউ, একলা একলাই থাকেত হয় সময়। এবার দরকার আমােগা, কী কও?

- কইেছা। ! আেলয়ার কী গভীর তখন। তখেনা চিকেত আিমরালীর কথা তার
জািনেয়েছ আেলা এখেনা ,তােত সীমািহন পাগিলনী ওেঠ

কের শরীেরর চামড়া। আর গভীর তার আিমরািলর কের।
আিমরালীর গলায় গামছা করেত হয় ঘটনার

রেট যায় ডাকাতরা জখম কের কেরেছ। অথচ তার টাকার থেল রেয়েছ। আেলয়ার কােছ
তখন সবই তারপেরও এবং মমতায়। আর এরকম

আেলা তার কের না। অেনকটা আগেল রােখ বরং। এমনিক পুিলেশর
থােক। এঁিড়েয় যায়। তার ধারণাই ফেল পুিলিশ খুব এেগায়িন। িচ হয়িন

পের িনেজেক একরকম কের রােখ আেলা । কােরা িনেজেক না
অিভমান কের। অিভমান িশিশেরর িকংবা বাদেুরর অিভমােনর মেতা

হেয় থােক। তার তার অিভমান, তার হেত হেতও একটু আেগ হেয় আেলয়ার
যায় না। সমেয়র পেড় আবার কের। সােথ িবিনময় কের। একলা

থাকার সমেয় কখেনা কখেনা সােথও কেথাপকথন হয়। কখেনা কের। আর
বুেকর গভীের জেম থােক। চাদেড় থােক তার আেলা লােগ না। থােক

...।

৭.

বাজার িফের আেলার হােত আিমরালী।আিমরালীর আলেতা হােতর লােগ আেলার হােত। ঝাঁ
খুেল যায় তার। ঈষৎ দয়ূার পৃিথবীর হেয় যায়। ঘিড়র মেতা

টু..টু.. একটানা চলেত থােক সময় ধরা পেড়; আ - এক অনভুুিত বুক জেুড় ছিড়েয়
হাজার ওেঠ আেলয়ার

ঝাঁ আেলয়ার খুেল খেস পেড় আঁচল। হািসেত ঝলমল কের ওেঠ আেলার আিমরালীর
রােখ। আেলার হািস িকংবা আিমরালী না হেয় বরং িবচিলত হয়। ধমনীেত ভেয়র একটা ছিড়েয় পেড়

তার।মখু সের যায়। আেলােক আেলয়া আেলা হেয় ওেঠ।আিমরালীর হাত ধের।
বাঁধ িদেয় রাখা এবার আর বাঁধা মােন না। হারায় আেলা।পাথুের হাওয়ায় উেব যায়।
কােছই আজ কের। ঝাঁিপেয় পেড় আিমরালীর বুেক। হােতর খলুই লুটায়। আিমরালী ; ভুেলর
তীের হেত থােক। তােক এেন কের তােক গভীর গভীরতরভােব।
আর তখনই আিমরালী গামছায় ঢাকা তার গলায় খামিচর দাগ কের আেলয়ােক। িকছু বলেত চায়। আেলয়া
মুখ ধের। মাথা তার অবগত থাকার কথা জানায়। আিমরালী চমেক উেঠ দাঁড়ায়। আেলয়ার অবগত থাকার কথা
আর থাকেত পাের না। দংশেনর িবেছরা তার জগত। পীড়েন সের পেড় আেলয়ার হেত।
পালায় আেলয়া ডাকেত থােক-

-আিমর ভাই, ও আিমর ভাই যাইও না।'আিমরালী দাঁড়ায় না। হন হন কের চেল।

- আইও, আমার লেগ খাবা। আিম খাওন রাখম,ু ের বেল আেলয়া। আেলার এ আিমরালীেক আেরা
পালােত কের। আহবান তােক কের না। তার আিমরালী হেত হেত হেয় থােক।

িমিলেয় যায়।
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৮.

নামেতই িঝিলকসহ চািরিদেক হেত থােক। ঘেরর চােল ঝনঝন ডালপালা পেড়। ভর
কের আিমরালীর ওপর। তার িবমূঢ়তা উেব যায়। কােট। তার চািলত হয়। খুন কেরও আিমরালী হয়িন
-ই আজ লাভা হেয় ওেঠ। আচমকাই িরং-এর ষাঁেড়র মেতা হেয় ওেঠ জােগ হেয় ওেঠ তার

আর িনেজেত থােক না।আেলয়ার আিমরালী ইিতহাস হেয় যায়। এক
নায়ক হেয় ওেঠ িনেত থােক আেলয়ার কেষ বাঁেধ ওঠােনা পেড়। কােন
আতের তুেলা ।সযেতœ তার মৃতা মােয়র যাওয়া কােনর মাকিড় পেকেট রােখ। মাকিড় পড়া আেলার

মুখটা ঝলমল কের ওেঠ আিমরালীর সামেন। ছঁুেত হাওয়ায় িমিলেয় যায়; আেলয়া, মিরিচকা...। তবুও আজ সুর খুঁেজ পায়।
আেলার িবেয়র পের এই আবার ওেঠ-' আমারই না সই,আিম তাহার হইয়ািছ'।

আিমরালীর মেন হয় এ গােনর িদেয় তার সকল , মুেছ পাপ হেলা তার। নইেল বুক এেতা হালকা লাগেছ
? হঠাৎই তার জল আেস। গভীর ভােলাবাসা অনুভূত হয় বুেকর গভীের িচন িচেন

কের। তবুও গান চেল। জেল তার িবলীন হেয় যায়। দ'ুহাত তুেল কের গভীর ভের
ওেঠ তার মন। বড় রকেমর পের পৃিথবীেত আেলা ও আেস আিমরালী এখন পৃিথবীর মানষু।

৯.

সবুজ কামরাঙা খুেঁজ কেরও আশাহত হয় না আেলা। আলতার িদেয় এেলা সােজ। তার
আয়নায় ধের না। -ও আজ আেরক আিমরালী হেয় ওেঠ। িনেজর গাল ছঁুেয়, হােতর চুিড় ঝলমল কের ওেঠ মুখ। আয়নায় তািকেয়

কের। আর তখিন -আেলয়া,আেলয়া, ও আেলা, দয়ুার

বািড়র নারীর দরজা খুেল দাঁড়ায় আেলা। নািচেয় হািস মুেখ জানায় আিমরািলেক আসার। হাত ধের খােট িনেয়
বসায়। গামছা এিগেয় িভেজ একসা আিমরালীর িদেক।

- িভেজ হইয়া মাতাডা ভােলা কইরা আহলািদ বেল আেলা। তারপর গা িনেজই যতœ কের মাথা মুিছেয়

- হ, এমন বাতাস আর ছািতেতও মােন না। আইজকা আমার ওপর হইেলও না, বুঝিল! আেলয়ার কথার
আিমরালী।

- িক হইেলা আইজকা? সাত কথায় রাও কের না, আবার িক সাহস ! অেনকটা ছেল বেল আেলা।

- তুই না কার লাইগা মরা আিমরািল পাইেছ!

- বুিঝ বুিঝ, লাইগাই ডাকিছ িময়া সােহব।ফুট কােট আেলা। তারপর বেল,

-আেহা,আেহা খাওন িখদা পাইেছ !আেলয়া তাড়া যতœ কের খাবার তুেল

- তুইও আমার লেগ খা আেলা।

- না, তুিম খাও আিম কতিদন খওয়াই না, আিমর ভাই। মেন আেছ বাবা আর তুিম খাইেত বসেল বাবা কী
উতলা হয়া যাইেতা! আমার বাবা করেতা।বলেত বলেত আেলয়ার ঝাপসা হেয় ওেঠ। আিমরালীর মুেখও

ছাপ লােগ। দজুেনই আনমনা হেয় পেড়। তােদর তখন জনক কালু

১০.

খাওয়া হেল আিমরালী পেকট মাকিড় কের আেলােক কােছ ডােক। বেল, আেলা, এই মাকিড়ডা তুই পড় । এইডা মায়
আমার বউের পড়ােনার । আমার আর িকছুই হইেলা না। তুই পড়েলই মেন পামু।

'তুিমই পড়াইয়া না!'আেলা খুব কােছ এিগেয় এেস বেল।

আিমরালী আেলার কােন দলু পিরেয় িদেত িদেতই হেয় ওেঠ আবার। ঝড় বােড় দ'ুজন মানব-মানবীর আিমরালী হয়
আেলয়া আেলা হেয় ওেঠ, আেলা আেরা আেলািকত। এবং ও ঝড় থামার তারা

... নামায়। তুফান আেন।
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১১.

আেলয়া হয়। তার মেন হয় আিমরালীর িভেট হেলা। এখােন আিমরালীর বীজ ফসল আসেব। নীেজর ওপর
হাত তখিন একটা চমেক আেলয়ার হয়।
হয় বউেয়। গিতেত তলায় রাখা রাম দােয়র - - আিমরালীেক িববরণ

আিমরালীর মখু িদেয় হয় না। কের না ধীের ধীের িনথর হেয় পেড় তার
আেলাও হয়। পাথেরর মত হেয় বেস থােক।

চমেক আয়নার ওপর লাগােনা আনা -ই সবুজ পায়।ধীের ধীের উেঠ দাঁড়ায়। কপােল পেড়
হয় পিড়েয় িদেলা তার কপােল। আেলয়ার জীবেন আজ হেলা আেলা ও এক

আিমরালী এবং কপােল িনেয় কের অজানা

Bombay Bengali's Day Out to Elephanta Caves (BB - 43rd Meet)

We are very excited to announce the 1st Bombay Bengalis Meet in 2017 at the famous and historical Elephanta Caves, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Apart from the caves and sculptures there are two British-era cannons at the top of Cannon

Hills. Join in for some adda and fun.

***Note1: You may either bring your own food or buy there.

Event Link: https://www.facebook.com/events/1805837049675889/

Date: 15th January, (Sunday). Time: 8am-6.30pm.
Location: Elephanta Caves.

Meeting Point: Infront of Ticket Counter at Gateway Of India.
Boat Journey One Hour and Walking Thirty Minutes.

Ticket Price: Rs.130/150 per Head for Boat Ride. Rs. 10 for Toy Train. Rs. 10 Entry Fee.

***Note2: It is a No Plastic, No Garbage Zone. Do Keep The Place Clean and Green.

Elephanta Caves Photos: https://goo.gl/j9M7sp

www.bombaybengalis.in
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CAPTION: NAMO
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The Doctor’s Wife
- Sarbasuchi Das

The doctor was hurrying for home. He was nervous,
agitated, all the rumours that he had heard will be set to
rest today. How can it happen with him he was thinking.
Married for five long years with a little son how can she be
unfaithful to him. Posted in a small town in Bihar the
rumours had spread like wild fire. Darbhanga is a district
town in Bihar. He was posted there for the last three years
in the government hospital.  His wife Pooja was from Patna
while he was from Kolkata.

“How can she do this.” The doctor thought.

The news had reached his ears that a man visits his wife in
afternoon while he is away in the hospital. At first he did
not believe anyone. But one day when he confronted his
wife she had replied that she would not give any
explanations to anyone.

“I have nothing to say. You can think whatever you want.”
She had replied.

Hence the doctor thought to catch her red handed. His only
friend in the town Naresh the lawyer who practised in the
district court and was also his neighbour had called him half
an hour back that to state that he had seen a man wearing
olive green shirt and a rugged khaki trouser enter his house
about forty minutes back. When he reached his house the
doctor pressed the calling bell. No body answered. After
about two minutes his wife came out and opened the door,
she was both surprised and terrified.

"You at this time? " she stuttered.

The doctor brushed her aside and entered the house. The
living room was empty. He entered his bed room and was
stunned. A man wearing olive green shirt and khaki trouser
was sleeping in his bed with his back turned towards the
door. The doctor could only see his back. So the rumours
were true. In a fit of rage he stepped forward caught his by
the collar of his shirt and pulled him up. When the man
turned the doctor was stunned. He was Akhilesh his brother
in law who had left home and became a naxalite. Nobody
had heard of him for the last three years. Still in a state of
shock the doctor turned to his wife.

She replied "Yes its Akhilesh, the police are after him, so he
comes to me some times in the after noon when you are
away. I give him food and some money some times. I know
everybody was putting questions on my character but my
love for my brother stopped me from disclosing the real
facts, not even to you."

The doctor was stunned. So it was his brother in law who
was visiting his house in his absence. His wife had refused
to divulge the secret with the fear that if he informed the
police and they apprehend Akhilesh. He learnt a real lesson
in life. That love of a sister for her brother can surpass any
dangers and even questions on her chastity. All the
relations have their own place in life.

Photo: Shaswata Ghosh
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Advert

Contact us for Events, Films, Short Films, Commercials, Corporate Films and all.
Email: gramofilmsmedia@gmail.com

TO PLACE AN AD IN OUR NEWSLETTER MAIL TO
bombaybengalis@gmail.com

WATCH:
https://youtu.be/9S

BEqYiSQLo

www.bombaybengalis.in
mailto:gramofilmsmedia@gmail.com
mailto:bombaybengalis@gmail.com
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THE TEMPTING ZONE
Recipe: LAHSUNI KEBAB

INGREDIENTS

170 gm chicken (boneless, cube size)
1 tsp cheese (grated)
2 tsp garlic (chopped)

1 tsp ginger garlic paste
1 tsp kaju paste

salt (as  per taste)
Black salt (as per taste)

1/2 tsp chat masala
1/2 garam masala

1 tsp butter
1 tsp salad oil

METHOD

1. Marinate the chicken in curd.
2. Add chopped garlic, ginger paste, kaju paste and

green chilli paste to the marination.
3. Add some chopped dhaniya, salt as per taste and

garam masala.
4. Also add black salt, chat masala, salad oil, cream and

cheese.
5. Keep the marination aside for half an hour. If possible

overnight for better abstarction of flavour.
6. Apply butter and then grill in charcoal tandoor for 10-

15 minutes
7. Serve it in a platter and enjoy.

- Anuran Mitra

www.bombaybengalis.in
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Recipe: SALAD PARATHA

Salad Paratha is a recipe very apt for the season even though we do not witness a cold winter here in Mumbai.

INGREDIENTS: Tomato, cucumber, onion, ginger, green chillies, coriander leaves, green peas,  radish (optional).

METHOD:
1. Finely chop all the ingredients add salt to taste.
2. Make dough for paratha, preferably with maida.
3. Roll out two parathas, spread sufficient amount of the salad on one of the paratha then put the other paratha

over it and press the edges to seal it.
4. Add butter (generously) to the tawa and put the paratha in that.
5. Fry one side in low flame, once one side is done turn the paratha and fry the other side on low flame.
6. Once both the sides are done serve it hot with tomato ketchup or green chutney.

- Patrali Majumder

Recipe: Shakshuka With Baked Paneer (Continental Dish)

INGREDIENTS:

Bread - 4 Sliced Paneer - 200 gram Milk - one cup
Eggs - 6-8 Spinach - few springs Onion - 4 big sized
Bell pepper- 1 or 2 Garlic - one small sized. Pizza seasoning to taste
Pepper Oregano - to taste Green chili - 3/4

Butter

www.bombaybengalis.in
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METHOD:

A. Baked Paneer

Smash the paneer well, add bread, salt, chopped green chilli, chopped spinach and milk as required to get a smooth batter,
then transfer the batter to a microwave safe container and bake it for 4 to 5 minutes.

B. Shakshuka

Take a pan and heat it with 3- 4 tsp of Butter and add chopped garlic and chopped onion stir it till it gets brown in colour. Then
add tomato cubes and salt to taste, then close the lid for 5 minutes till tomato melts, then add Bell pepper (red simla mirch)
and cook it for 2/3 minutes. When bell pepper is half cooked add pizza seasoning, oregano and stir it continuously. Then make
3/4 hole in the gravy and pour each egg in each hole, cover the lid for two minutes to get a nice egg pouch above the gravy.
Now take the baked paneer and cut it into square or round pieces and place Shakshuka with one egg on the top of one piece
of baked paneer. Delicious dish is ready for breakfast.

- Chef Madhumita Chakraborty

Recipe: BUTTER CHICKEN ROAST

Festival season is not complete without food. Buttermilk chicken roast is a flavorful festival dish can be eaten with Biryani.

INGREDIENTS:

Chicken- 1/4 kg Onion - 1 medium size Curry leaves a spring
Oil - 1 tsp

To Marinate:
Butter milk-1/2 cup Pepper powder- 1tsp Red chili powder- 1 tsp
Garam Masala - 1 tsp Ginger Garlic paste-1 tsp Salt as needed

METHOD:

1. In a mixing bowl add in the chicken along with the ingredients mentioned in the top. Except red chili powder.
2. After adding the butter milk mix everything well and then add Red chili powder and mix once again.
3. After mixing everything allow it to marinate overnight or for 2 hrs in refrigerator. After marination heat a pan with oil.
4. Once the oil heats up add finely chopped onions and curry leaves and cook for another 5 mins in medium flame and

then add in the marinated chicken.
5. After 10 mins the chicken would have started leaving fluid and then open the pan and cook till chicken is done.

www.bombaybengalis.in
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Notes:
 Overnight marination allow the chicken to become tender and juicy when cooked.
 The more you marinate the chicken will be juicy.
 Taste best when served with Biryani and Raita

- Anuran Mitra
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REVIEW: FATKONG - A Chinese Restaurant
They say that Bongs cannot live without Food, Travel and Adda and it is often said that a True Bong spends half of his earnings
in exploring new spots and having good food, so how can Bombay Bengalis be different? After all a Bengali is a Bengali
irrespective of the location, isn’t it? Demonetization has hardly been able to kill the true Bong in us.

So dear readers, in this New Year edition let me take you out on a virtual tour to FATKONG - A Chinese Restaurant in the
Western Suburbs, located in Vile Parle (W).

The menu card has a wide range in its offering and you have the liberty to think of any item from Park Street to China Town in
Tangra and it is there right in front of you. Now that you are ready with your order, please don’t break your head on whether
the cheque is gonna be fat or thin coz the treat is on me, just kidding. But, even if it’s on you, please concentrate on the
food as the list price is not worth giving an attention. After placing the order, you will realize that you are not even half way
through the so called Bong Adda and the dishes have started arriving, oh yes ! they are that fast.

Since, I am your official virtual tour guide, one piece of advise from my end, please do not miss the Crab Meat Soup appetizer
and trust me there is nothing official about it.

Coming to the
ambience, it is

neat and
peaceful with a

melodious
background
music and

appropriate
lights.

Sssshhhhhhh a
word of caution,

please do not
bring out the

critic in you with
Bengali being

the medium of
communication,

as the order
takers are all
Bengalis. Are
you glad to

know this? Well
I have my own

doubts.

But don’t be disheartened the proprietors have consciously imported two special physical items from China for
entertainment; they will greet you just as you enter the premises with a typical Chinese Plastic Smile. You must be thinking
now what is that? Please go and have a real experience of the same, after all everything cannot be done virtually in life. Oh
come on, there is no pun intended.

For those going to the restaurant by car, I know what’s the next question in your mind. Don’t worry the valet will take care of
it. Those thinking of going in groups, FATKONG has something unique to offer. There is a roof top space with much larger
capacity for hosting birthday, anniversary and all other parties that you can think of.

Friends, our virtual tour ends here. Hope, the author has been able to generate some amount of curiosity amongst the readers
for a real tour sometime in near future.

- Ms. Debarati Ghosh Banerjee, A Food Connaisseur
(Photograph Via Google)
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PASSION EXPOSURE

As we know relationship and tasty food compliment each other, everyone cooks everyday, being the basic necessity of life but
it's not as easy as it looks. It includes science, patience, passion and lots of dedication. It is well said that 'Cooking is an art'.
Recently 'FIRST FLUSH' a boutique cafe, invited me to initiate a cooking workshop in Kolkata, Golpark. After taking this
workshop I realized that there are a lot of questions inside a person regarding cooking. The workshop was full of energy and
people happened to love the dishes I taught them. I am glad I had an amazing audience and also, the atmosphere of the
boutique had added charm to the event. It is for people like them who keep me motivated day by day for which I can innovate
myself each time. I was overwhelmed that I could win their hearts as the way to one's heart is through their stomach!!

- Chef Madhumita Chakraborty
Gorb, Zee Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.
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p¡b£
- ¢nh¡S£ p¡eÉ¡m

öi¾c¥ phÑc¡C ¢eSl L¡S M¤h ¢eù¡l p‰ Llz ¢LR¥¢ce qm J fËj¡ne fuR Bl p¡jeC h¡¢oÑL Leg¡l¾pz
Suf¤l H ¢eu ¢hl¡V Bu¡Se QmRz ¢h¢iæ cn bL Hhw qXL¡u¡V¡pÑ S¡j¢Ñ¢e bL fË¢a¢e¢d BpRz Jl¡
j¤ð¡C bL Bl i¡lal ¢h¢iæ n¡M¡ bL ph k¡N chz

JL ""f¢lhaÑen£m NË¡qL Q¡¢qc¡ Hhw L¡Çf¡¢el lZe£¢a'' HC ¢houl Jfl HL¢V fËS¾Vpel c¡¢uaÆ cu¡
quRz HC ¢eu J M¤h hÉÙ¹z fËQ¥l fs¡n¡e¡ LlR, abÉ k¡N¡s LlR, eV My¥SR, Nm cnhRl cnl Hhw
L¡Çf¡¢el ¢h¢œ²l NË¡g °a¢l LlRz A¢gp bL c¢l Ll ¢glR Bh¡l h¡¢sa HpJ mÉ¡fVf ¢eu hpRz
ph öe hm¡L¡J JL M¤h Evp¡q ¢cµRz hmR, ""Aa ihe¡z a¡j¡l fËS¾Vpe M¤h i¡m qhz'' R¥¢Vl ¢ceJ
JL ¢hlš² Ll¢e, hlw n¡¿¹je L¡S Lla ¢cuR, kah¡l QuR, Q¡ L¢g ¢cuRz

p¢ce n¤¤i¾c¥ ph¡l öiµR¡ ¢eu Suf¤ll gÓ¡CV dlmz hm¡L¡ Jl SeÉ fË¡bÑe¡ Llmz

¢ae¢ce fl J ¢glm hm¡L¡ M¤h Evp¡q ¢eu ¢SUp Llm, ""Lje qm a¡j¡cl Leg¡l¾p?'' öd¤ ""i¡m''
hm öi¾c¥ ¢eSl Ol Qm Nmz Jl Hje n¡¿¹ Ec¡p Qq¡l¡ cMC hm¡L¡ h¤Ta f¡lm ¢LR¥ HLV¡ quR, k¡
M¤¢nl euz a¡C aMeC ¢hlš² e¡ Ll JL Q¡ h¡¢eu ¢cmz H hÉ¡f¡l Bl L¡e fËnÀC Llm e¡z

påhm¡ öi¾c¥ AåL¡l Ol S¡e¡m¡l p¡je hp ¢Rmz Bm¡ S¡¢mu hm¡L¡ Jl L¡R Hp hmmz ""¢L
quR? a¥¢j Q¡Cm Bj¡L hma f¡lz''

hn ¢LR¥ pju ¢eu öi¾c¥ hmm, ""Ha jqea Ll ph l¢X Llm¡j, Bl JM¡e HL¢V Bm¡Qe¡ h¢n pju
eh¡l SeÉ pj¡u¡i¡h Bj¡l¢V Jl¡ h¡c ¢ca h¡dÉ qmz hmm, fl L¡e HL pju Jl¡ Bj¡L X¡Lhz jeV¡
i£oZ M¡l¡f qu Nm S¡e---z''

hm¡L¡ Jl p¡je c¡y¢su, Jl O¡s c¤q¡a lM hmm, ""je M¡l¡f Ll e¡z Hj¢e LMeJ quz qm M¤h i¡m qa
p¢aÉz k¡L ah¤J a¡ Jl¡ a¡j¡L p¤¤k¡N ch hmRz'' öi¾c¥ Jl j¡b¡ hm¡L¡l h¤L lM JL c¤q¡a
S¢su dlmz ke HLV¡ n¡¿¹e¡l Bl fËlZ¡l ÙÛ¡ez kM¡e jel i¡l m¡Oh qu, je n¡¿¹ quz

Photo: Arin Paul

Saint Matthias Church, Igatpuri.
Built: 1892
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ANITA GUHA REVISTED
- Shishir Krishna Sharma

www.beetehuedin.blogspot.in
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The famous Linking Road in Mumbai’s western suburb of Bandra (West). Adjacent to the National College on Linking Road is
‘Mirabell Building’ where Anita Guha, renowned actress of the bygone era of Hindi Cinema lived in a spacious 2nd floor flat. I
met Anita ji at her residence during the 3rd week of February in 2004. She had already bid adieu to cinema years ago and was
living all alone after her husband’s death 15 years earlier. It took me some time to persuade her for the interview as she
wasn’t ready to be photographed. After some initial hesitation, she gave her consent for the interview. But, she got so
comfortable during the conversation, that her hesitation in getting photographed completely vanished!

Anita ji’s father was a forest officer who was posted in the jungles of North-East near the Burmese border. According to Anita
ji, she was born on 17th January 1939 in the area adjacent to Burmese border and she spent her childhood in the jungles of
North-East, Darjeeling and the Sundarbans. She was youngest among one brother and two sisters. Her family settled in
Kolkata after partition where Anita ji completed her schooling.

Anita ji recalled, “I won the crown of ‘Miss Kolkata’ in early 1950’s. In the year 1952, I came to Mumbai to participate in
‘Kardar-Kolynos Talent Contest’ which was jointly organized by Mumbai’s ‘Kardar Studio’ and Hollywood’s ‘Lee Kamarin’. I got
first position in all the rounds of the competition but the main hindrance was my language as I didn’t know even the basics of
Hindi. ‘Kardar Studio’ signed a contract with me at Rs.300/- per month salary but with a condition that I would learn Hindi in 6
months’ time. Another contestant to be selected in the same competition was actress Chand Usmani. I signed the contract
and then returned to Kolkata”.

(Since no other person associated with that contest is alive today, it’s not possible to confirm the truth. But one thing is for
sure that all the three actresses viz. Peace Kanwal, Anita Guha and Chand Usmani, entered the filmdom through ‘Kardar-
Kolynos Talent Contest’ only.)

Anita ji said, “As soon as the makers of Bangla films got wind of my winning of ‘Kardar-Kolynos Talent Contest’, I started
getting offers from them. My father had passed away by that time and my mother wasn’t ready to send me to Mumbai. I had
no other option then but to get my contract with the ‘Kardar Studio’ cancelled, which I did.  My debut Bangla movie
‘BansherKella’ released in the year 1953 opposite Anup Kumar as my hero. But I was impatient to go to Mumbai”.

One day, actor Om Prakash came to Kolkata for the release of his film (either ‘Lehrein’ or ‘Jhaanjhar’ according to Anita ji),
which was produced by Om Prakash only. Anita ji met Om Prakash who immediately signed her for the film ‘Dunia Gol Hai’
and called her to Mumbai. Thus Anita Guha debuted in Hindi Cinema with the 1955 release ‘Dunia Gol Hai’ with Karan Dewan
opposite her as hero. Anita ji was a mere 16 years old at that time.

{In fact ‘Lehrein’, ‘Jhaanjhar’ (both 1953) and ‘Dunia Gol Hai’ (1955) were produced by composer C.Ramchandra under the
banner ‘New Sai Productions’. Actor Om Prakash and C.Ramchandra were close friends and being a partner in this banner, Om
Prakash was the co-producer of these films. He was also director of ‘Dunia Gol Hai’.}

Om Prakash helped Anita ji in settling in Mumbai. Anita ji’s next film ‘Tangawali’ with Shammi Kapoor, Nirupa Roy and Balraj
Sahni as her co-artistes released in the same year i.e. 1955. Anita ji remembered, “I was a stranger in the city of Mumbai. Also,
I was unaware of the ways and norms of the film industry. Above all considering my age, I wasn’t mature enough to plan my
career in an appropriate manner. Therefore, whatever work I was offered, I blindly accepted. I did  ‘Chhoomantar’ as the side-
heroine and ‘Aankh Ka Nasha’, ‘Laal-E-Yaman’ and ‘Yahudi Ki Beti’ kind of B-grade movies in main lead. All these movies
released in the year 1956”.
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Such kind of roles in the initial phase itself adversely affected Anita ji’s career. She played second lead roles in ‘EkJhalak’,
‘DekhKabira Roya’, ‘Sharda’, ‘Ustaad’ (all 1957) and did ‘BhalaAadmi’, ‘Kal Kya Hoga’, ‘Maya Bazar’ and ‘Taxi Stand’ (all 1958)
kind of B-grade movies as the main lead. According to Anita ji, “It was very painful for me that I was not being offered A-Grade
mainstream films but the circumstances were beyond my control. Once again, Om Prakash ji came forward and tried to
support my career. He gave me the main lead roles in ‘Chacha Zindabad’ (1959) and ‘Sanjog’ (1961) which were made under
his own banner ‘Light &amp; Shade’. But, by that time I had already been branded as a heroine of mythological cinema”.

In fact, producer-director HomiWadia, who was the owner of ‘Basant Pictures’, a banner famous for its production of
mythological movies, offered Anita ji the role of Seeta in his film ‘Pawan Putra Hanuman’ (1957). Anita ji was hesitant initially
as she was afraid of being typecast as the heroine of the mythological films but eventually accepted the offer.

This movie proved to be the biggest hit of its time resulting in Anita ji getting lots of offers for such mythological characters.
Later she played Seeta in ‘SampoornaRamayan’ (1961), ‘Shri Ram Bharat Milap’ and ‘Shankar SeetaAnusuya’ (both 1965) too.
She also played main lead in a couple of historical films like ‘SamratPrithviraj Chauhan’, ‘Tipu Sultan’ (both 1959),
‘SangeetSamratTansen’ (1962), ‘Maharani Padmini’ (1964), and ‘Sant Tukaram' (1965).

Anita ji got married in the year 1961. Her husband ManikDutt was a character artist who acted in approximately 30 movies
including ‘Sambandh’, ‘Adhikar’, ‘Amanush’, ‘Do Anjane’, ‘Anand Ashram’, ‘GrihPravesh’, ‘Barsaat Ki EkRaat’ and
‘DushmanDevta’. Anita ji said, ‘I kept myself away from movies for 4 years between 1965 and 1968. Then, the second phase of
my acting career as a character artist started with Shakti Samanta’s ‘Aradhana’ (1969).

Later I acted in many films including ‘Sambandh’ (1969), ‘Sharmili’ (1971), ‘Anurag’ (1972), ‘Jhoom Utha Akash’ (1973),
‘Naagin’ (1976), ‘Anand Ashram’ (1977), ‘Tumhareliye’ (1978), ‘Fifty-Fifty’ (1981) and ‘Krishna-Krishna’ (1986). I played
Santoshi Mata in the 1975 release ‘Jai SantoshiMaa’ which is documented as one of the most successful movies in the history
of Hindi Cinema”.

According to Anita ji, “Even after my husband’s death, my close friends Mala Sinha, Bela Bose and Smriti Biswas as well as my
elder sister’s daughter and actress Prema Narayan never let me feel the loneliness. All of them stood by me at every step and
are my pillars of support”.

Anita ji was nominated for the ‘Filmfare’s best supporting actress award’ for the movies ‘Sharda’ and ‘Goonj UthiShehnai’ but
with no luck. During a career spanning 40 years she acted in a total of 100 films which, apart from Hindi, also includes those
made in Bangla, Rajasthani and Bhojpuri languages. Her last release was the Hindi movie ‘Lakhpati’ (1991).

Anita Guha passed away at the age of 68 on 20th June 2007 in Mumbai.
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X¡e¡l L¡¢q¢e
- GS¥lM Qœ²haÑ£

no qm ¢hl¢al, M¤m Nm jdÉ¡q²l LÓ¡¿¹ ¢eLaez AbQ ¢hLm
bL L£ HL a¡lmÉj¡M¡ q¡Ju¡ Bl k¢aq£e N¡e ¢fR¥ ¢em HLh¡l
e¡R¡sh¡¾c¡l ja¡z q¡Ju¡ j¡e L¡o bL L¡o¡¿¹l, AåL¡l bL
BlJ N§tal AåL¡l HCph k¡fel V¡ez Bl N¡e hå¥ Bj¡cl,
Amp BL¡nl ja¡ Abh¡ AeL c§l AiÉ¡Na p¡c¡ p¡c¡ jOcm
kje SeÈl ¢cL ¢eu k¡u, °nnhl ¢cL, f¤le¡ ¢iVl L¡Z

klLj n¡¿¹ Sj Ec¡p£e nÉ¡Jm¡l Ù¹lz

c£OÑ c¤f¤ll fl HCi¡h M¤m k¡u X¡e¡, l¡c J hª¢øa iS, a¡lfl
ö¢Lu L¡NS qu Hm a¡j¡cl Ll¦Z SÉ¡vpÀ¡u gl j¡M¡j¡¢M, gl
HL ü¡bÑfl fËaÉ‰l ja¡ Lb¡ hmz Lb¡ hm Afl©f ¢eSÑe i¡o¡u,

ke jdÉl¡a j¡e HL ¢iæj¤M£ pË¡a, ke HL pwn¡de, ke
A¢dL¡lz HC a¡l pj§q ASÑe bL EW Bp¡ lš²f¡a - HC Lb¡, HC

a¡l ü£L¡l¡¢š², LMeJ h¡ Q¥f Ll b¡L¡ - HC phz

Bl ¢WL - LMe J h¡ Q¥f Ll b¡L¡z pjÙ¹ Es¡e no HCi¡h
HLh¡l Q¥f ke jªaÉ¥l A¢dL Le J hph¡p ¢nL¡¢ll a¡yh¤ ¢Ol

V¡e¡V¡e BhNl e£Qz ki¡h O¢eu Bp q¡q¡L¡l, ki¡h m¤Wl¡
Bm¡ M¤m eu RcÈhn, M¤m eu en¡l pLm BhË¥, pC X¡e¡ pC
a¡l l¡c J hª¢øa iS¡ Ll¦Z L¡¢q¢e bL, f¢lZ¢a bL ¢eu

Bp Es¡el pj§q lpcz

a¥C Bp¢h a¡?
- fË¡Z¢ja¡ j§M¡SÑ£

BS pL¡ml L¡n g¥ml he a¡L Bh¡l cMm¡j,
R¡– f¡u Hp¢Rp AeL c§l,
a¡C h¤¢T LÓ¡¢¿¹ j¡M¡e¡ j¤M, Bl i£l¦ Q¡M L¡L
ke M¤yS¢Rp....

HC Bj¡cl ¢àa£u h¡l cM¡
je fl, fËbj k¢ce Hp¢R¢m ¢nE¢m g¥ml Nå
il¡ i¡ll Bm¡u
r¢ZLl cM¡ p¢ce, hm¢R¢m Bh¡l Bph¡,

i¡ll üfÀ....
Lb¡ lM¢Rp a¥C,

Bl B¢j.... a¡l je i¡m¡e¡ fË¡Z c¡m¡e¡l ph
¢LR¥ ¢eu X¡m¡ p¡¢Su hp B¢Rz
¢L¿¹¥ a¥C k i¡l£ c¤ø¥, R¡– R¡– q¡a c¥V¡ Bj¡l
¢cL h¡¢su ¢c¢m

Bl B¢j kC dla Nm¡j, Aj¢e a¥C f¡¢mu
N¢mz

c§l bL öem¡j a¡l ¢Mm ¢Mm ¢j¢ø q¡¢p,

HCh¡l q¡l j¡em¡j, ¢L¿¹¥ dl¡ k a¡L ¢caC qh
M¤h ¢nN¢NlC
Bl pC ¢ce a¡L hmh¡ B¢j p¡apj¤â Bl
al¡ ec£l f¡ll Nè¡,
hmh¡ a¡L Nljl c¤f¤l Bj h¡N¡el L¡yQ¡ ¢jW
L¡¢qe£,
Tsl jdÉ q¡¢lu k¡Ju¡ j¡T pj¤â HLV¡ j¡œ
e±L¡ Bl a¡l L¡ä¡¢ll Lb¡....

p¡e¡ Tl¡ ¢ce…¢m Bj¡cl M¤h a¡ L¡RC,
a¥C Bp¢h a¡?
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l¡a 12:07
- chl¡S j§M¡SÑ£

l¡a 12:07, S¢ù j¡pz AåL¡l l¡Ù¹¡l mÉ¡Çff¡ØV Hl LjS¡¢l Bm¡ L¡Q Hl S¡e¡m¡ ¢cu Bl¡ ¢Me qu
flc¡u m¤L¡Q¥¢l MmRz h¡bl¦jl LmV¡ bL g¡yV¡ g¡yV¡ Sm fs¡l në, ¢eÙ¹ìa¡ NË¡p LlR OlV¡Lz q¡Ju¡
eC, iÉ¡Ãp¡ Nljz p¤¤Sul N¡s O¤jV¡uq¡ó¡ hÉ¡O¡a OVm¡z Na ¢ae ¢ce k¡ dLm NR a¡a p¤¤Sul O¤j i¡P¡l
Lb¡ e¡z

Bmj¡¢lV¡l f¡p bL M¤V M¤V në Hm, Ol Ll¡¢pel f¡s¡ Nåz ¢eÕQ C Cyc¤lz f¡p ¢gl öm p¤¤Suz ¢L¿¹¥
Bh¡l pC në Hhl ke HLV¥ h¢nz Olju a£hË Ll¡¢pel Nåz O¡s …¢lu a¡L¡m¡ Bmj¡¢lV¡l ¢cLz
BhR¡ AåL¡l L¡m¡ fËal ja c¡¢syu Bmj¡¢lV¡z ¢L¿¹¥ H ¢L Bmj¡¢ll ial bL h¢lu L¡l¦l HLV¡
q¡a e¡! p¤¤Su ¢L i¥m cMR? HC NljJ W¡ä¡ pË¡a hu Nm p¤¤Sul ¢nsc¡s hu, q¡al m¡j M¡ys¡ qu
EWmz qÉ¡y JCa¡ HLV¡ Tmp k¡Ju¡ q¡a Bmj¡¢ll ial bL h¢lu BRz BÙ¹ BÙ¹ Bmj¡¢ll clS¡
M¤m h¢lu BpR HL Tmp k¡Ju¡ e¡l£ cq, hÙ»q£e¡, Bd f¡s¡ Q¥m, Q¡js¡ Nm h¢lu Bp¡ q¡sz c¤q¡a
a¥m H¢Nu BpR p¤¤Sul ¢cLz p¤¤Su h¡Ln¢š²  ¢qe, Ahn qu BpR cqz Ha nÉ¡j¢m¢cz HL¢ce BNC
p¤¤Su c¡q Ll HpR f¡nl h¡¢sl fË¢ah¢n¢eLz Q¡M h¤Sm p¤¤Suz

iu¡eL œ¡p Q¡M M¤maC h¤Tm HlLj iu¡eL üfÀ HC SeÈ LMe¡ cM¢e pz ¢hR¡e¡u f¡n ¢gl öm L¡m
h¡¢mn BLs clz l¡Ù¹¡l mÉ¡Çff¡ØVl ¢Me qu k¡Ju¡ Bm¡ L¡Ql S¡e¡m¡ ¢cu Bl J ¢Me qu S¡e¡m¡l
flc¡u m¤L¡Q¥¢l MmRz q¡Ju¡ eC, iÉ¡Ãp¡ Nljz

m¡Xn¢Xw qmz O¢s cMm p¤¤Suz l¡a 12:07z Bmj¡¢ll f¡p bL në Hm, M¤V M¤V M¤V!!! Olju a£hË
Ll¡¢pel Nåz
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hå¥
j¡Tl¡a B¢c¢a qW¡v O¤j iP EW hpm¡zf¡n a¡¢Lu cMm h¤h¤ AL¡al O¤j¡µR z¢L j¡u¡¢h ¢L Ll¦e
j¤MV¡zBS HC fËbj h¡l J h¤h¤l N¡u q¡a a¥mm¡ a¡J Bh¡l AeÉl p¡jez¢L Llh h¤h¤ k ¢LR¥aC n¡¿¹
q¡m¡e¡ ¢LR¥aC n¡¢me£l juL ¢cme¡ Jl Mm¡l L¥L¥lV¡Lzj¡l Mu Q¥f Ll N¢Rm HLh¡lzJl¡ Qm
k¡Ju¡l fl kMe B¢X JL X¡Lm ¢L L¡æ¡ JC p¡a hRll Rmlzh¡h¡l L¡m j¤M Ny¥S hmm a¡¢eu¡ j¡e
n¡¢me£l ju a¡ ¢LR¥aC JL Mma eue¡ ¢LR¥aC cue¡ Jl L¡e¡ Mme¡z Ah¡L qu n¡e A¢c¢a ph
AS¡e¡ Lb¡zH ¢L öeR J, h¤h¤ hmR Jl ú¥m L¡e¡ hå¥ eC, LE Jl p¡b Mme¡z¢L HL¡ JC R¡–
RmV¡z¢eSl BQlel Lb¡ ih ¢eSC Lyc gmm, Ssu dlm RmLz

pL¡m RmL ú¥m ¢cu A¢c¢a Jl h¡åh£ j¢m L g¡e Llmzj¢m ph öe hmm "n¡e a¥C HL L¡S Ll ,
a¡l h¡¢la a¡ Bl LE eC a¥C hlw HLV¡ L¥L¥l ¢eu Buz A¢c¢a a¡ öeC lN Nm¡, J k  L¥L¥l
HLh¡l pqÉ Lla f¡le¡z j¢mL hmm a¡L B¢j pjpÉ¡ jV¡V hmm¡j Bl a¥C a¡ Bl¡ pjpÉ¡ h¡¢lu
¢c¢µRp,HL Rm ¢eu f¡l¢Re¡ Bh¡l L¥L¥lz j¢m hmm Bl B¢j BNJ cM¢R l L¥L¥l M¤h i¡m¡ hå¥ qu
H lLj Lp M¤h i¡m¡ L¡S cuz e¡ A¢c¢al fR¾c qm e¡ Lb¡V¡z p¡l¡¢cel L¡S i¥mC Nm H‚h¡lz

l¡a öa k¡Ju¡l pju h¤h¤L X¡La ¢Nu cMm J Jl Mme¡ L¥L¥lV¡L ¢eu Bfe jeC MmR,je fl
Nm j¢ml Lb¡V¡ze¡ J ¢LR¥VC h¡¢sa L¥L¥l Behe¡zAeÉ ¢LR¥ i¡ha qhz fll ¢ce h¤h¤l ú¥m bL Hp p
¢L L¡æ¡, JL ¢VQ¡l h¡LRe , J L¡l¦l p¡b Lb¡ hme¡ hmz q¡ ¢WL ¢VQ¡l A¢c¢aLJ a¡ h¡mRe,
h¡mRe HLV¥ eSl l¡Ma , h¤h¤l L¡l¡ p¡b ¢jna f¡le¡, Lb¡ hme¡ L¡l¡l p¡bz¢L k Llh A¢c¢a
h¤Ta f¡le¡z l¡a B¢c A¢gp bL ¢glm J ph Lb¡ hm, j¢ml Lb¡JzB¢c hm Qø¡ LlC cMe¡
HLh¡l L¥L¥l a¡ Bl a¡j¡u Mu gmhe¡z

AeL i¡hm A¢c¢a p¡l¡l¡a, fll ¢ce pL¡m h¤h¤L ú¥m ¢cu J HLV¡ fV pf ¢Nu ph h¤T ¢eu HLV¡
R¡– mÉh ¢eu Hmzh¤h¤ kMe ú¥m bL ¢glm J hmm k¡J a¡ a¡j¡l Ol HLV¡ R¡– hå¥ a¡j¡l SeÉ hp
BR, cMa¡zh¤h¤ BÙ¹ BÙ¹ ¢eSl Ol ¢Nu cMm HLV¡ R¡– L¥L¥l R¡e¡ a¡l Ol O¤l hl¡µRz cM J
Be¾c m¡¢gu EWm, hmm j¡ h¤S¡ LMe Hm¡, L¡m l¡a a¡ üfÀ Bj¡u hmm Bph Bl Ha¡ a¡l¡a¡¢l
QmJ Hm! A¢c¢a cMm h¤h¤l Q¡M j¤M M¤¢na il NR,h¤S¡LJ cMm fËbj iu fmJ Lje h¤h¤l p¡b
Mma öl¦ LlRz

¢ce Q¡lL fl ú¥ml ¢VQ¡l A¢c¢aL XL hmme M¤h i¡m LlRe Jl SeÉ L¥L¥l Hez Ja¡ HLe ph¡l
hå¥ qu NR, ph¡C Jl L¡R bL h¤S¡l NÒf öea Q¡CR, M¤h Lb¡ hmR HMe Rmz A¢c¢a Ah¡L qu
cMm Rm Bl HL¡ eu, AeL hå¥l p¡b H¢Nu BpR a¡l ¢cLz¢hLm n¡¢me£ a¡l juL ¢eu Hm ,
Ah¡L qu A¢c¢a cMm h¤h¤l a¡l p¡bJ MmR, R¥V¡R¥¢V LlR Jl¡ c¤Se h¤S¡L ¢euzph bL hl hÉf¡l
h¤h¤ M¤h c¡¢uaÆh¡e qu NR, p¡a hRll Rm ¢L¿¹¥ ¢L p¤¤¾cl Ll Mu¡m l¡MR h¤S¡lzBl h¤S¡ p a¡ Q¡M
q¡l¡µR h¤h¤Lzl¡a n¡Ju¡l pju A¢c¢a q¢Wv cMm h¤S¡ ¢L lLj j¤M Ll VumVl p¡je hp BR,L¡R
¢Nu cMm HLV¥ VumV Ll gmR h¤S¡zc¡oV¡ a¡l i¥m N¢Rm¡ VumV M¤m l¡Ma ,M¤h j¡u¡ qm Jl h¤S¡
L cM , Jl SeÉC a¡ BS Bl h¤h¤L ¢eu L¡e¡ pjpÉ¡ eCzL¡m a¥m ¢em¡ h¤S¡L , i¥mC Nm¡ k
J L¥L¥l fR¾c Lle¡z je qm h¤S¡ a¡l ¢eS¢l p¿¹¡e , ¢L j¡u¡h£ j¤MV¡z L hmm öd¤ j¡e¤o C j¡e¤ol hå¥
qu,BS h¤S¡ fËj¡Z Ll ¢cm¡ Jl¡J j¡e¤ol fËL«a hå¥zA¢c¢a i¡hm pL¡m qmC h¤h¤L hmh h¤S¡ öd¤ Jl
hå¥ eu, i¡C Jz

- nË¡hZ£ j¤M¡SÑ£ N¡‰¥m£
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FOG PHOTOGRAPHY

Being passionate about photography, I see frames every here and there. But it is not possible for me to carry full set of my
camera gears everywhere. In fact for last one year I used my DSLR a very little. And the development is: Smartphone camera
became my second most choice.

I would like to share some experience which I learnt from my experience in smartphone camera photography:

1. Be ready always: You never know when you will get something to click. A good moment is so easy to lose.
2. Know your smartphone camera: This is not a DSLR camera and has some limitations. You have to bear with it. My

SmartPhone camera doesn't produce good photo in low light (read: at night). So I avoid clicking photos at night and try
to compose my photos in day light.

3. Do not zoom: Zooming in a smartphone camera is a digital zoom not optical zoom. So it basically crop the image while
you zoom the view. Use your legs, get nearer to your subject and make your composition.

4. Do not hesitate: If you are thinking of whether to take a picture or not - take it. Some moment will never be repeated.
You can always delete the photo you don't like.

5. Last and not the least, do not sit at home – explore.

Here under are some of pictures I clicked with my cellphone a few days back in a official visit at Raiganj. I walked about 5
kilometres to get to the location at early morning. All of the pictures are unedited. Hope you like this FOG series.
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- Mriganka Sekhar Halder
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Unakoti, Tripura, India

Unakoti is situated at the Unakoti hill range between the city of Kailasahar and Dharmanagar, Unakoti District, Tripura, North-
East India. Kailashahar was the ancient capital of the Tripuri kingdom. Unakoti means “one less a crore in Bengali”. It is a place
for Shiva pilgrimage and dates back to maybe earlier than 7th century. There are many Hindu mythological stories associated
with the stone carvings.
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The central Shiva head known as 'Unakotiswara Kal Bhairava' is about 30 feet high including an embroidered head-dress
which itself is 10 feet high. On each side of the dress of the central Shiva, there are two full size female figures - one of Durga
standing on a lion and another female figure on the other side. In addition three enormous images of Nandi Bull are found
half buried in the ground.

A waterfall known as 'Sitakunda' is flowing inside the carvings over the head of central Shiva believed to be a holy waters.
There are various other stone as well as rock cut images at Unakoti. Every year a big fair popularly known as 'Ashokashtamai
Mela' is held in the month of April which is visited by thousands of pilgrims. The marvelous rock carvings, murals with their
primitive beauty, waterfalls are remarkable things here.

Read More: http://pib.nic.in/feature/feyr2001/fjul2001/f180720012.html
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Amitabh Roy
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°nnh

¢QvL¡l QyQ¡¢j¢Q Ll ka h¡ue¡,
k¡ Q¡C a¡C f¡C h¡¢L ¢LR¥ lu e¡ z
c¤ØV¥¢j ¢jW h¢L ¢Mm¢Mm Lmlh,
S£hel fË¢a¢ce ke HL Evph z
L¢Q je ¢Rm pc¡ Be¾c ilf¤l,

pC ph ¢ce ke Qm NR hý c¤l z
jel Bd¡l dl¡ Øj«¢a BR ka ph,

p phl pl¡ Øj«¢a BSJ pC °nnh z
- Dr.Prithwijit De, Mumbai, 17th Dec, 2016

SEASONS
- Lalita Pandit Hogan

Summer breezes
part leaf-lips:
dark green,
bright green,
white sun, red sun.
Steel gray
afternoons.
Agony, ecstasy
of a mid-summer's
redwood tree.
Moon monopolizes
hypnotizes
pale green domes
of a mosque.
A girl in rose pink
silk and lace,

lit by a candle
waits
for her bridegroom.
He is to be taken
away soon after,
during dawn prayers.

Tarquin's stride
shall ravish
still sad beauty
of a bride,
when winds change.
War winds
not trade winds.
Trees will be bare.

Redwoods
flowerless,
bowerless
gardens, growing
random grasses.
Water without sound,
without a ripple.
A few last drops
fall on red,
red berries.
January snow
is hardly new.
It wears a solemn
grace, dry eyed,
lays out a corpse
without a face.
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vanity in my rhetoric
- Ankita Mitra

There is a reason why Scarlet kept to her room. She needed the silence. An entire life went by and it still felt like yesterday
that she jumped out of her closet, into her father’s arms and asked for chocolate. Those were beautiful days – warm and
green. Sitting in her study she could not help but think of the amazing life she had – parents who encouraged her questions,
husband(s) who allowed her mistakes, a daughter who was as beautiful as she was bold and a job that fit her perfectly.

Scarlet kept journals of all the women she came across. Women who flogged around her – some waiting for answers, some
just wanted to talk and some confessed. Men too came in, though lesser in number, shy at fist; closed but once when they
opened up – flowing rivers. Women were more like oceans, waves and silent depths both coexisted. Some said Scarlet was a
witch; some thought she was a teacher, to some she was a mere friend. What Scarlet really was eluded them all. Scarlet was a
“Collector” of stories. You don’t really call it a job per say, but she did. She saw the need for documentation and Scarlet
documented human soul. Nearing her death, one evening Scarlet decided to open her box and flip through the pages.
Overflowing with honesty and deep set fear and strength – the pages had everything.  The journals were no less than time
machines to a different dimension. An account of lies and profanity and love and confusions. She knew she needed to read
them all. Sipping her coffee Scarlet randomly opened a page. Today was the day she planned to unleash villainy masked in
virtue...and she would continue until the day comes when Pandora’s box will be empty and the skies would reek of memories.

Stories needed to be told... Scarlet went on....

Day: 647
Met a young girl at a coffee shop. Somehow she looked old and haggard and had fatal glass eyes. There was no particular
reason why I went on and sat beside her. Or why did I offer her a cup of coffee. I think after all these years I now have a gift. I
can sense the ones who might have treasures and could be pursued to share them. They all have a common trait – they wanted
to talk.

“The Springs of April”
Happy families follow a pattern - paintings, pastel shades, book shelves, mahogany furniture, tidy rooms, manners, well
rehearsed smiles and silent dinner tables. April was a surreal art form – spring in her soul and winter in her heart. She kept
searching for her box of roach; frantically. Her loft was lit only by the decoration outside. She was ordered to keep her “mess”
in the dark. Just for this day, April decided to listen to her mother; after all, it was only her second wedding.

“I have got to get a flashlight” – April thought.

The bright halogens lit up their house as if it was on fire. Flowers everywhere, not even a tiny speck of dust. The servants
finally proved their worth. April smiled to herself; it was only a month ago one of them stole a silver spoon and blamed it on
her. There is a thing about being the hopeless child – you never have to explain your innocence; that is just a mere waste of
time. April loved these squabbles, her mother tried really hard to actually mean them. Made her feel powerful – the power of
existence. As April walked down the marble staircase, the buzzing noise started getting clearer. The lawn was filled with
guests, their beautiful clothes and peals of laughter brought in some colours on the otherwise beige walls. Her eyes caught an
oil painting – a woman’s face painted in red and yellow. Her stepfather had explained how expensive it was and that it was
“oh-so-artistic”. April did not deny, until one night when she scratched a corner of it with her nails. Nobody noticed it yet, but
the scar marks on the face bear testimony to a felony; it was a crime of passion. The moment she pushed the glass door and
stepped on the front porch, her mother looked up at her. An eternity went by in the twinkling of her eyes. Staring from across
the lawn, it felt like a million people standing in between. Was this ever supposed to be this difficult? Like a human maze, and
somewhere hidden was her mother – her soft skin, bristle nails, wiggly nose and beautiful eyes. April’s mother was a work of
perfection – beautiful, coy, gourmet cook, chief editor at a publishing house and wilfully suspended from reality.

As their eyes met, April could almost feel moist. A sudden silence grasped the guests. Her mother - surrounded by her
girlfriends, wearing a shimmering floor length dress and flaunting the huge diamond on her finger. The husband wrapped
himself around her whispering something into her ears. “Is he talking about me?”, April wanted to know. On the other side of
the lawn was April – eyes blood-shot, wearing a red dress slit high up her thigh, brown boots and unconditioned hair.
Everyone stared. She was used to feel like an alien. But tonight was different. April had to talk to her mom. She had to hold
her hands and look into her eyes – up close. April had a gift for her – a gift of truth and confession.
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They all seemed uncomfortable. The stepfather walked through the crowd, grace and poise in every step. They were all very
impressed with him – a perfect gentleman he was.

“Go back to your room and do not create a scene out here. It is a very important day for your mom, respect that”.

April just couldn’t tear her eyes from her mother; Did she know already? Was she ashamed of her? Is she at peace?

“Leave!!! NOW..” he said and then added in a whisper “Talk to me when I visit you tonight.”

That was her cue. April stared at her mother for one more second and turned away.

The guests were so impressed with the new father...
“Darling he is so strong with your teenage daughter, it will do you both so good.”
“He loves you so much; he will be the perfect man of the house.”
“Your daughter is in good hands.”
“A father has to be authoritative, he does that perfectly”

They all went on.... As April closed the glass door behind her, she saw her mother burying her face into one of her girlfriends’
and the father walking back to wrap her again. The buzzing sound was back and the lawn felt alive again.

She smiled in herself. “I have to find the flashlight”.

As April entered her loft, a strange smell invited her in – damp and dust makes the perfect combination. She zipped off her
dress and started rolling another joint. Cannabis would ease the task. Last night when her stepfather entered her room, he
said he wanted a present in return for marrying her mom. April was glad and felt important. She sat right up on her bed and
asked what he wanted.... When he started brushing his hands on her cheek, April did not really understand what was about to
happen. He traced down her skin, from her cheek to her neck to her collar bones and below. When he reached for her breasts,
April shivered for the first time. He grabbed her and silenced her cries with a kiss. April could still taste his cigar and alcohol
inside her mouth. She wanted to throw up and fight back.

He said “Think about your mom..who do you think she will side with? A teenage distant daughter or a loving young husband-
to-be?”

Something changed in her. That moment when he first slid his hands inside her, April felt out of her body. A silver sweetness
ran up and down her spine and oozed out of her in a liquid delicacy. It was easy to distance her soul from her body. Men
mistake women as the emotional fools. Rather April realized, she was perfectly capable of watching her body from a distance
– watching it rise and fall and rise up again. A glass wall separated her body from her soul, they saw each other, experienced
one another, laughed together but never amalgamated. April took a long drag, cannabis eases the task. Last night was the
first, tonight will be the second and she knew, she would keep a count. Her stepfather promised to “talk”. A faint smile on her
lips, April knew she had become a part of the surreal art forms her father loves to collect. She was supposed to be hanged till
death and displayed on the walls. April was finally a part of the legacy of happy families and their facades of modesty....

Scarlet smiled. She could hardly remember the face of the girl she met that day, but she remembered her nose ring. April used
to crinkle her nose at every pause. There are small things that you hold on to; from every story. Scarlet held on to a nose ring
and the aftertaste of caffeine.

DUE TO SOME TECHNICAL REASONS WE COULD
NOT PRINT THE INTERVIEW WITH MR. RAJESH
SHARMA. WE HOPE THE PROBLEM TO BE
RESOLVED AT THE EARLIEST AND WE HOPE WE
WILL BE ABLE TO PUBLISH THE INTERVIEW IN OUR
NEXT ISSUE.
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Pic: (from left) Mohua Banerjee, Kumar Sanu and Anindita Mohapatra. Captured by Suman Nandi.

For the inaugural issue of Probashe Mumbai, Sanu Da (Kumar Sanu) had consented and given a
very candid interview to the Bombay Bengalis team. On behalf of all members we had given Sanu
Da a cake (his birthday was near) which he was surprised at first. Thanks once again to Kumar
Sanu, Indraneil Sengupta (Interview in November issue) and Rajesh Sharma (Interview in next
issue) for the lovely time they gave for Bombay Bengalis. Cheers.
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The Fifth Issue is COMING SOON. To send your photographs and articles mail to:
bombaybengalis@gmail.com

Download The 3rd Issue (Dec’16) : https://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/12/03/probashe-mumbai-issue-3/
Download The 2nd Issue (Nov’16): https://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/10/31/probashe-mumbai-issue-two/
Download The 1st Issue (Oct’16) : https://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/09/30/probashe-mumbai-one/

Bombay Bengalis Admin Team: (in alphabetical order) Arin Paul, Biswadeep Mazumder, Debasish Banerjee,
Debdutta Banerjee, Mahasweta Ghosh, Mili Chakraborty, Sanjeev Ganguly, Subroto Dutta & Suman Nandi.

Bombay Bengalis Creatives Team: (in alphabetical order) Anindita Mohapatra, Baishali Sen, Lipi Ganguly,
Mohua Banerjee, Sharadiya Ghosh, Smita Kayal, Sraboni Mukherjee and the admin team.

Editor: Arin Paul.
Sub Editors: Baishali Sen, Sraboni Mukherjee Ganguly & Anindita Mohapatra.
Creative Ideas: Ananya Paul & Mohua Banerjee.

Send Your Feedback to bombaybengalis@gmail.com / info@bombaybengalis.in

Website: www.bombaybengalis.in
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Instagram: bombaybengalis
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